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ABSTRACT

The tools and techniques of work simplification are
used increasingly in industries, utilities, private and
government institutions, and in all process involving
tasks including paper works. Articles in the popular
press concerning the work simplification techniques
state that Productivity shall improve upon
intelligently developed and improved work methods
by elimination of waste of any kind in a process.
This article introduces the tools and techniques of

work simplification, implementation strategies for
productivity improvement and its application in
Kaliti Metal Products Factory. The outcome of the
research has indicated an encouraging result. The

probable annual net profit gain by use of the
simplified work method developed, as applied to
tube production only, is estimated to be Birr 3
million. This profit gain would have increased the
1993 E. C. declared profit by over 55% Application
of the same principles for other types of production,
Secco profile, Cut-to-size plates, etc., is likely to
generate more profit gain.

INTRODUCTION

For many years, productivity has been a key issue for
all government and private companies. This is
because of the impact of productivity on economic
and social development and its importance as a
source of income and an integrative objective,
encompassing as it does improved labor-management
cooperation, workers' participation, the criteria for
enterprise competitiveness and the formulation of a
long-term strategy for governments, employers and
employees in alleviating poverty and promoting
human rights and economic democracy [1].

It is a well-known fact that the most productive
companies and government productivity-oriented
policies are strongly committed to the promotion of a
better quality of working life, participation, market
economy principles, individual initiative and
creativity, and human-oriented management styles
and practices.

The manufacturing industries in Ethiopia whose
establishment dates back to the 1950 are using the
early 20th century techniques with slight renovation
and slow build up of recent technological know-how.
The productivity has not improved significantly, and
in some cases it was observed that there is a decrease

in productivity further aggravating to "unproductive"
situation. The effect of such "unproductive" situation
in some sectors and reduction in productivity
improvement in almost all manufacturing industries
have been reflected through failure in
competitiveness due to high cost of production, less
quality and limited output.

To improve productivity in general, one has to be
aware of all the critical factors (forces or impacts)
that change the productivity level and its rate of
growth, such as inputs-related factors: Capital, Plant,
Technology, etc.; Process-related factors: Work
methods, Organizational style, etc., in order to
influence them by adopting different sets of actions.

One approach in productivity improvement requires
high investment in renovation of the old plants and
introduction of new equipment, technology, and
qualified manpower. But due to the economic and
financial problems encountered in the local industries
the need for productivity improvement using this
approach is none too practicable.
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The alternative, approach to productivity
improvement is the promotion (strengthening) of the
impacts of the positive productivity factors and the
elimination (reduction) of the impact of negative
productivity factors (barriers) at minimal
expenditure.

Mostly considered productivity barriers are the
uneconomical and inefficient work methods, loss of

energy, materials and manpower. Productivity
improvement gains are certain, as justified by records
of those who implemented the principles, teclmiques
and tools of work simplification.

This article covers work simplification and
productivity issues and provides current
technological findings, the state of the art in work
simplification concepts, theories, techniques and
tools in general, its application and results of
implementation of the techniques in the Metal
Industries like the Kaliti Metal Products Factory.

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT & WORK
SIMPLIFICATION CONCEPTS

Productivity in its broad sense is a measure of how
efficiently and effectively resources are used as
inputs to produce outputs, products or services ofthe
quality needed by society. Productivity means
creating more benefit for consumers, workers,
employers, enterprise owners and society at large
from the processes and resources employed in the
activities of the organization.

As an efficient measure, high productivity implies

that production inputs are fully utilized and waste is
minimized. Effectiveness, on the other hand, means
that outputs (and activities and processes) contribute
to the attainment ofthe organization's specific goals,
whether these be meeting customers' demands, the
achievement of business aims or a contribution to

attaining the social, economic and ecological
objectives of the society. Productivity Improvement
is an increase in productivity and involves the use of
high quality resources to produce outputs that are of
constant or better quality [1].

Work Simplification is a tool of cost reduction and
finding a better way, making the best use of existing
tools, equipment and human energy. It is a systematic
analysis of all factors that influence job performance,
the application of principles of improvement, and the
design of correct work procedures. Improvement
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results in the elimination of wasteful application of
human effort, materials, equipment, and facilities as
well as in the maximum return for each unit of effort,

money, or time expended [2].
Work Simplification is an old tool. The name was
actually given by Erwin H. Schell ofM.LT. Allen H.
Mogensen (1930's) with his Lake Placid, NY
conferences popularized it [3].

A fundamental premise of Work Simplification is
that any work that does not add value to material, or
service is reducible waste. There are four types of
reducible waste: transportation, delay-storage-idle,
inspection, and failure to use known faster devices.

WORK SIMPLIFICATION PROCEDURES

The most important productivity factors in work
simplification process are linked with: human
resources (workers, specialists and managers);
Product design; Technology; Plant and equipment;
Materials and energy; Work methods; and
Organization and management styles.

Improved work methods, involving scarce capital,
intermediate technology and labor-intensive methods
constitute the most promising area for productivity
improvement.

The systematic approach to work simplification
involves seven steps. They are described as follows.

Step 1 Identification of the Problem

Locating work problems and properly identifying the
various factors involved is the only reliable method
of determining where improvements can be made,
how much effort is justified in developing an
improved work method that can most effectively be
developed.

Defining a problem in precise terms, and
identification of the various factors involved is

extremely helpful. Finally, the critical factors will be
identified and listed. These factors will be used to

judge the worth of the proposed solutions to the
problem.

The proper identification of work problem may be
facilitated by a preliminary survey. As a guide in
determining the type of job to select consider jobs
that:
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• Involve the greatest cost (labor, material,
burden);

• Are continually behind schedule (bottlenecks);
• Will be running for several months or years;
• Is time consuming (red tape);
• Involve hazardous condition,

Step 2 Method Analysis

Getting the facts of the problem requires objective
thinking in terms of functions. Determine the main
objectives of the work under study, and how these
objectives can be attained.

The flow Process Chart helps to reduce a complicated
operation or process to a comprehensive word picture
[ANNEX 1].

With a detailed description of each step in
chronological order, the possibilities for
improvement become obvious. Rules and defmitions
to follow in using the chart, in order to obtain the best
results are indicated below [3]:

Knowing what questions to ask of the job or its
details is crucial. The six questions used in work
simplification are what, why, when, how, where and
who. Each of these questions is vital to the complete
understanding of the situation. The question "why"
especially has been credited with effecting the greater
improvements. Applying these questions to each
detail of the job maintains an open mind in order to
visualize the possibilities for improvement [4]. The
open-minded approach requires to looking for
reasons and not excuses.

Step 4 Develop a Better Method

The many possibilities for improving the individual
work steps and the entire task, which have been
developed in step three, should be carefully re
examined. With clear thinking one can assess the
merits of the individual possibilities, and with
imagination can visualize how these individual
possibilities can be utilized and related to the overall
job.

•

•

•

•

Determine the job and decide on the subject
selected for analysis. In most instances an
operation involves a person, a product, and/or a
paper form. One of the three is picked as a
subject and every entry on the chart refers to that
specific subject.

Record every detail as it occurs. Avoid the
tendency ofleaving out details even they seam to
be minor. All details are important and should be
recorded in the sanle order as they occur.

Make several short charts than a long single
chart. Make sure you have a fixed starting and
stopping place.

Understand the symbols used in the flow process
chart properly. The action-taking place must fit
the description of the symbol applied on the
chart.

This detailed consideration of each and every
possibility for improvement should lead to the
selection of the several most meritorious and

promising suggestions for improvement.

Applying the questioning attitude with an open
minded approach reveals many possibilities for
improvement. When an inlprovement is made on a
shop or an office operation, the improvement is made
by: Eliminating unnecessary jobs, Combining jobs
wherever possible and Rearranging sequence of
operations for more effective results and Simplifying
the operation.

Record only the necessary steps in the operation.
Once all the possibilities for improvement have been
considered, it is ready to reconstruct the job in a way
that will produce the best results.

Step 5 Review the Problem and Analysis

Step 3 Challenge Every Detail & List all
Possibilities for Improvement

The third step in the work Simplification pattern is
when the job is put on the witness stand and
questions are asked that lead to possibilities for
improvement.

If one ot more improved methods have been
developed, the next logical step is to subject these
proposals to a critical review and to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposals as solutions to the
original problem. The most advantageous proposal
can be selected as a result of this examination and

evaluation if more than one proposed method has
been developed.
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The final selection of one of the alternative proposals
may be deferred until after the validation of the
proposals by trail under typical conditions of work.
The soundness, accuracy, and completeness of all
work done up to this point should be checked. Any
errors, or omission should be rectified by appropriate
corrective action.

When the proposed method or methods have been
thoroughly checked, then one is ready to evaluate
these proposals. This evaluation is made in terms of
the same considerations made in step one when the
problem was defined and the factors involved in the
problem identified.

A balanced sheet listing the pros and cons for each
factor for the present and the proposed methods may
be prepared. This may take the form of a cost
reduction report based on the concepts of engineering
economy.

Step 6 Validate the New Proposal

The previous steps have been designed to ensure the
development of sound and workable methods for
improvement. These methods must now be tested to
make certain that they are feasible. This testing
should be done in such a manner that any and all
assumptions are verified.

Validation may involve extensive experimentation
and research to test assumptions or to develop
equipment, processing, or materials, or it may
involve a simple trail run for the proposed methods.
The main objective of the testing is to gather
information about the workability of the proposed
methods and to supply verification for the
information presented in the comparative analysis of
step five.

Step 7 Install the New Method Effectively

This is the final step, armed with the facts and ready
to face the challenge. How to do it? How to get
people to accept the change? How to get
cooperation? There are three common ways of
getting results: telling, selling and consulting. Tell
them about the change, without a show of authority.
Sell them by explaining why, and consult them for
their opinions on how further improvement can be
made [4].
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Effective and complete use of the improved method
is the only way to achieve any of the benefits
associated with the improved method. One must
make certain that the improved method is properly
installed, that it functions as predicted, and that it
continues to function as intended.

Some sort of standard operating procedure should be
prepared to provide a record of the correct job
method and conditions. This record will most likely
be based upon the chart of the improved method as
previously prepared in the preceding steps. Cost
reduction reports may be used to check the operating
effectiveness of the improved method.

APPLICATION OF WORK SIMPLIFICATION
INKMPF

For work simplification application a government
owned metal industry, the KaIiti Metal Products
Factory, KMPF, was selected. KMPF is one of the
metal producing factories by making use of cold
forming process with relatively old machineries and
low level of technology.

Kaliti Metal Products Factory produces five distinct
types of products. These include: the
Square/Rectangular/Circular hollow tubes; the Cut
to-size plates; the EGA 300 roofing sheets; the Secco
doors & windows frame profiles; and the Corrugated
galvanized sheet.

Systematic data collection and analysis is required to
improve the productivity of the existing plant using
work simplification techniques and tools. This is the
first step in work simplification.

In problem identification process evaluation of the
work procedures, work site conditions, etc., of the
existing factory are done based on group discussions,
video motion pictures, and production records.
Committees were organized to work in collaboration
with the authors for identifying problem areas. Data
sheets were prepared for data collection. The
respective supervisors and foremen completed the
data sheets as per the training given by the authors at
site [5].
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Identification and Selection of Productivity
Improvement Problems (\Vork simplification
stepl)

A number of techniquesl are in use for problem
identification and selection. Weakness analysis is
widely implemented and the relevant detailed
questionnaire on workflow, workplace layout, work
methods and procedures are used for screening
possible problem areas.

Some of the identified major problems are: high die
change and machine setup time, improper market
analysis; low performances due to old productjon
machinery and quality of the raw feed stock,
improper plant & machinery layout; lack of initiative
in developing new service and products; machine
breakdown; and improper materials management
system.

The production process for each type of production is
studied and subsequently data was collected to
determine the time consumed for "Make ready",
"Do", and "Put away" operations. After problems
have been identified, selection of critical problems
and priorities of action are determined. For the
selection of certain critical problems and setting
priorities the work simplification techniques were
utilized.

Accordingly, one of the selected problems for further
analysis is the "High Die Change and Machine Setup
Time". The selection of this critical problem is
justified for the following reasons. [The remaining
critical problems are not considered in this article).

Machine setup and die change in three types of
products, the Tube, the Cut-to-Size Plate and
Corrugated Sheet Production, is found to be about
77% higher than the production time. According to
the principles of work simplification the "Make ready
a)ld put away" portion need to be minimized to the
lowest possible time and increase the "Do" portion
that add value to the product. Therefore, further data
collection and analysis is done to minimize the
"Make ready" and "Put away" operation and set a

Break-Even-Point for each type an~ size of product.

These include Weakness analysis; SWOT, Strength,
Weakness, Opportunities and Threats analysis; Portfolio
analysis; Pareto analysis; Sensitivity analysis; and Force-field
analysis.

The tube production in Kaliti Metal products Factory
amounts to 60 % of the total production capacity of
the plant. The broad categories of products varying in
dimension, from the smallest 15 x 15 x 1.2 mm to the
largest 100 x 100 x 4.5 mm tubes, dictates frequent
change of dies and setting up of the machine.

As recorded in the 1993 E.C. budget year Armual
Report, the down time due to the die change,
miscellaneous set-up and machine trial of the tube
production machine amounts to 1011.29 hours. The
annual work-hours is estimated to be 3136. This
indicates that over 30 % of work-hours was in

wastage.

Analysis of the Identified Critical Problems
(Work simplification step 2)

Among the classical techniques for detailed analysis
of selected critical problem areas the Method study
analysis technique is implemented for analysis of the
"High Die Change and Machine Setup Time".

The relative time consumed by machine setup arid die
change time is considerably high because of,
according to the authors' opinion, the small order
quantity produced. Such manufacturing condition is
not viable from the economic point of view. Thus, it
is required to define the minimum order quantity, the
brake-even-point, for each size of product to be used
as a reference.

On the other hand, the time consumed in machine
setup and die change operation involves unnecessary
work/job components. These unnecessary job
components were identified through motion study, by
fractionating the job into smaller units, elements, the
TherbJigs, according to the function of those units
and have been eliminated to reduce the total time

[Armex 1 to 5).

Motion Study, the Flow Process Chart (Work
simplification step 2 & 3)

In the survey conducted the tube-forming machine
was producing 50x50 mm square hollow section
tube. After the required quantity had been attained,
there was a need to change the dies for the next
scheduled production of 60x40 mm rectangular
hollow section. Records were made on the die change
and setup process breaking it down to 69 work
components [ANNEX 1).
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This case, for instance, indicates the smallest possible
die change process time that involves changing five
sets of finish forming dies. The largest possible die
change time is observed when there is a change of up
to 18 sets ofroll forming dies, up to 20 sets of guide
rollers, and 5 sets of finish forming dies (usually
when there is a jump from smaller size to larger size
tube production).

It is observed that, the time taken to complete the die
change process was 225 minutes. Each step of
activity with the corresponding elapsed time is
recorded in the flow process chart prepared for such
analysis.

Analysis is made, using the recorded flow process
chart, to identify which step has consumed a lot of
time, and for duplication of effort, backtracking,
excessive handling, costly delays, hazardous
conditions, fatigue, etc.

The Break-Even-Point Analysis (Work
simplification step 3)

The break-even-point is defined as the quantity of
products required to be produced to cover the costs of
production and all factory and overhead expenses
including depreciation, property tax, insurance, rent,
etc. and any other related costs. The break-even-point
is calculated as the ratio of fixed cost to the

difference of the unit-selling price and unit variable
cost.

Based on the information obtained form the financial

department of the factory and the data from the
observation made, the Break-I;<:ven-Point is calculated
to be 650 Pcs. The amount produced while under
study was 384 Pcs [5].

Flow Process Chart Analysis (Work simplitication
step 4 & 5)

For work simplification analysis each work
component recorded in the flow process chart is
studied separately considering the possibilities for
Elimination; Combination; Rearranging; and
Simplitying in sequential order. Based on this work
simplitying procedure, recommended methods are
proposed for each work component. The proposal for
recommended work methods is done after a 1hrough
study and analysis of possible alternative methods
using Charts for Evaluation of alternatives.
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Factor analysis2, the most effective general method of
evaluating alternatives has been employed for this
purpose of alternatives evaluation. [ANNEX 5]. Due
consideration is given to those functions that
consumed relatively long time and alternative
methods are generated.

In the process of the elapsed time analysis the time
takerl for each job component is, whether done
sequentially or in parallel, added up to calculate the
total time taken under both the present method and
the recommended method for comparison purpose
using the traditional Flow Process Chart. For more
clarity and more accurate comparison the gang flow
chart is developed [ANNEX 2] by dividing the whole
process in five gangs working in parallel and found
the result fairly identical to that of the traditional flow
process chart [ANNEX 3,4]. This chart reflects the
actual process done in the die change and set-up
operations.

CONCLUSION

The new developed method for die change and set-up
of the tube production process resulted in substantial
reduction in time and effort of human energy
expended in the process.

The recommended method:

• Saves about 59% or, in terms of actual work
time, the improved die change and setup time
runs for 92.25 min. (1.54 hrs.) instead of 225
min. (3.75 hrs);

• Thereby reduces the relative time consumed by
"Make ready" and "Put away" operations to
48.5% mstead of 87% [5].

One of the merits of the proposed method is
envisaged in the possible saving of the downtime,
disclosed in 1993 E.C. Annual Report, by proper
implementation of the proposed improved method
amOlmts to 596.66 hours.

2 It follows the engineering concept of breaking down the problem
into its elements and analyzing each one. The procedure involves

• Identifying the alternatives to be evaluated,
Establishing the factors or considerations,

Arranging a rating sheet,

Determining the relati ve importance of each factor,
Rating each factor for different alternati ves, and
Calculating the weighted value and total.
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Assuming that "only" 50% of the saved time is
utilized for the production of tubes, the amount of
tubes produced, at 1he rate of 30 meters per min (This
is 1he average capacity of the tube machine and that
experienced during data collection.), shall be 89,499
pcs. The gross profit (sales-cost), for 89,499 pes of
tube amounts to Birr 4,547,444.19. Fixed cost
payable while producing 1his product, at 1he rate of
2417.83 Birrlhr. (Data obtained from Break-Even
Point analysis) becomes Birr 1,442,622.45 [5].

The net profit gain by use of the simplified work
method, as applied to the tube production only, is
estimated to be Birr 3,104,821.74. This additioIfal
profit may have increased the 1993 E.C. declared
profit of Birr 5,599,000.00 by over 55%. Application
of the same principles for other types of pro duet ion is
likely to generate substantial profit gain higher than
the indicated figures.

Here it is to be noted that in 1he application of work
simplification steps 1he first five steps were
considered. The authors hope to see the validation
and implementation of this new method, Step 6 and
7, for the benefit of the employee and management of
KMPF in particular and the country as a whole.
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ANNEXl

Daniel Kitaw and Tibebe Belachew

DIE CHANGE AND SETUP, FLOW PROCESS CHART

METHODS ANALYSIS

LOCATION

XaM; XYlZt1"Y EVENTPRESENTPROPOSEDSAVINGS

ACTIVITY:

.is,;. ckz."7< OPERATION08:133:414:32

DATE:

.4;>u:t (5;.?oo.? TRANSPORTq0:180:050:13

OPERATOR.·

A!..!.. DELAY0
ANALYST .Yd.!.. tP.ta",kw-

INSPECTIOND2:340:521:42

STORAGE

V'

REMARK. Average saving

TIME ANALYSIS
amounts TO :Jl::i. L /0

TIME(mill.) 11:054:386:27

PERCENTAGE

41.8058.20

Steps

Event Description SYMBOLSStartEndingElapsedRecommended

OC>DDv time
timetime Method

1

Pipe cutting, manually, to disco- 1&,~ ••..~ &. ""

-nnect from production feed

Ij:;] aIj:;] 50: 05f-aJ-. I.M. 50 %

2

Removal of decoder ~Ij: ;] aIj:;] {0: 0{5•. "" d.m...ap- ~ 7

3

Cleaning machine bed for scale 1&,¥~ a.i4'

removal

~Ij:;] a
5: 050:;] 5~~, I.M. 50%

4

Untightening bolts used to fIx U""'<>I~~"'"

dies set

"Ij: ;] f5: 090:;] 8~~. I.M. 50%

5

Measuring thickness of installed
--.....

~
j(..t; ""'Fin<o.d

contoured roller dies set

Ij:;] {Ij: 1j00: 09

6

Measuring 6 m length from 81i/mimcM t.y. .11~

fInished pipe to cut

/.-iIIj: 1j01j:1j50: 05~. "'" a.lIad..d. ,)...t I

7

Cutting finished section of tube /' 8~/"'f.l1IJ.."."diu<-

from cut out in Step 1

:(Ij: 1j5
5:000: f 5~, ~••. a.lIad..d. ,)...t z

8

Positioning Cut off machine to

remove cut out piece

~
5:00

5: 050: 05j( •. ~

9

OSI lOnIDg ganuy crane IOr )(:J-nM.aJ. >vm.a1l "'r ~ t.I...-

lifting I st roller dies set

<5: 09
5: {Ij0: 05id.aJ """" a.t m.i.I.jJ.=J

10

Hoisting of 1st dies set from

roller stands. using crane, and

V~

placing it on machine bed

C.5: {55: {60: Ofj( •. o~

11

Removal of each roller dies
............

from the 1st roller dies set

,i/ 5.· f 65: 2 (0: 05j( •. o~

12

Removal of installed bearing i ./

A~~~

from each die of 1st dies set

;f-t--i 5: f75:220: 0511=~ d.m...laJo

13

Inspection of removed bearing, 1 '$5.· f 85:260: 08U,.J;Vmd.'fd.m...laJo

14

Hoisting of 2nd dies set from
,,

roller stands, using crane) and

,,
placing it on machine bed

,,
5: {65: {70: Ofj( •. ~, ,

15
Removal of each roller dies ,,,from the 2nd roller dies set .j

5: {75:220: 05j( •. o~

16

Washing and lubrication of 1st \
,

.11~?",~~
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Steps Event Description SYMBOLSStartingEndingElapsedRecommended

Oc::;DOv time
timetime,min Method

inspected bearing for next use

¥5: {85: 2 30: 05U~'t~1oMo

17

Cleaning of roller dies of 1st set

1< /

5: {95: 2 70: 08U,.,I>«;1'~"""

",a6/~~, /"w, 50 %18

Selection of new set of dies from U,.,~am.d~7'

various sizes of stocked dies

/J(5: {76:000: 1/ 3~~, /"w,50 %

19

Removal.of installed bearing 1 A~,/""",,~""f"
from each die of 2nd dies set

5: {85: 230.' 05U~AhMv",j'l ~ IoMo

20

Inspection of removed bearing, 2
•

• 5: {85: 250.' 07U-niVm.d'l ~ 1a6lc

21

Hoisting of 3rd dies set from

roller stands, usmg crane, and

;placmg It on rnachme bed X;:.:J: 16:J: 1 YU: UI'!/.o..c.o-~

22

Assembling bearing:; into replace-

"':
A~'(~~

mellt dies of 1st set

..•
5.' {95: 270.' 08~ ~~ &v.fv,..

23

Removal of each roller dies

from the 3rd roller dies set

;(Ii
5: {95: 2 50: 06r1o.~~

24

Washing and lubrication of 2nd

~

A~~e,.~
\-- inspected bearing for next use

~) 5: {95: 250: 06~ ~~ &v.fv

25

Removal of installed bearing ) A~.,~~
from each die of 3rd dies set

~'\--
5: 205: 2 50: 05~'4 ~~ &v.fv

26

Inspection of removed bearing,3 )"'X 5: 2 05: 2 80.' 08~ rk-nt, tadv

27

Cleaning of roller dies of 2nd set )5: 205.' 2 80: 08u", ~J,,~, a.iA.- ~,~~e", e..",., 50 %n
Hoi~ti.ng of 4th dies set fronl

roller stands, using crane, and

I

I ~.

..........

placing it on machine bed

5: 205: 2 {0: O{710. ~

29

Assembling bearings into replace- A~~kM,"t"

ment dies of 2nd set

'x
1\

5: 2 {5: 260.' 05'Unm.u.~ ~~ &v.fv

30

Removal of each roller dies )
from the 4th roller dies set

(5' 2 {
5: 2 70: 06710. ~~

31

Removal of holding dies of the ) ?.i.M- 71.(..U)- r/I..aI1'lk (l,o'y int-

cut-off machine

5: 2 {5: 350.' {I/9 a.&"..,.,.e..",., 50 %

32

Washing and lubrication of 3rd

~

A~~~

inspected bearing for next use

\
5: 22

5: 270: 05'Unm.u.v='4 ~ I.ad.

33

Removal of installed bearing \
~ A~~~

from each die of 4th dies set

;;:.
\---

5: 225: 2 60: 01/~~~&v.fv

34

Inspection of removed bearing, 4 )~
5: 225: 2 80: 06~ ~ &v.fv

35

Cleaning of roller dies of 3rd set

~
5:225::1 (0: 09u", ¥~, a.iA.

u)~ ~~e", I."" 50%36

Hoisting of 5th dies set from \
..'

roller stands, using crane, and I,'
placing it on machine bed

~ ..\/ 5: 22
5: 2 30: O{710. ~.~

37

Assembling bearin~ into replace- A~'f=""~

51
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52 Daniel Kitaw and Tibebe Belachew

Steps Event Description SYMBOLSStartingEndingElapsedRecommended

OQDDV time
timetime,min Method

ment dies of 3rd set

jf--\-----
5.· 2:35· 280: 05~'4 d".~ lad.

38

Removal of each roller dies
~

from the 5th roller dies set

.(5.· 2:3
5: 3 aa." 07'ri4.~

39

Washing and lubrication of 4th \--- A~ 'f'aM. ~-- inspected bearing for next use
if\

5: 2 35. 3 I0: 08~'4 d"..".. iado

40

Removal of installed bearing \/ A~ 'f'aM. ~

from each die of 5th dies set

~\-.
5: 2:35: 2 80: 05~d".."..iado

41

Inspection of removed bearing,5 ))X 5· 235: 3 I0: 08~ d"..".. iado

42

Cleaumg of roller dies of 4th set
~./ 5: 21/5.· 31/0: 10'Ik. fw;A fY'<~' <M.

/
~t.-~e..,&.". 50 %

43

Washing and lubrication of 5th V
A~ 'f'aM. ~

inspected bearing for next use

~.5· 21/
5.· 320: 08~~d".."..1ad.

44

Cleaning of roller dies of 5th set A--5: 21/5: 320: 08'Ik. ¥~, <We

r\
---

~ t.-~e..,&.". 50 %
45

lnstallation of replacement dies

on 1st dies set

~I\5: 255: 3 a0: 05'ri4. ==m.<mf

46

Assembling bearings into replace- ~'" A~ 'f'aM. ~
ment dIes ot 4th set

K'"
~: Z ~~: ~ 1U: UO~~Ca.;J<.

q/

\fdugmg ana aaJusunem on Sl

N """ ~ fY"'"'-"'''ff'' f'Y"
dIes set

*~J: ~1~:IIOU: 1~~, w... ~U /0

"0

lDSUiua Ion 0 rep acemen. utes V'" -..am..~f"~
on 2nd dies set

;<::~: ~ 1J:II~U: 111w... ~ U /0

q~

uaugmg ana aOJusunem on Lno tw,. ~ fY"'"'"''W'"f'Y"
dies set

')(-i(~: III0: UZU: 1J~, w... JU /0

50

Changing of holding dies for cut- /Y-..am..~~

off machine

X/ //5: 1/7
6: 2 50: 38I.M. 50 %

51

Assembling bearings into replace-

~
/ A~ 'f'aM. ~

ment dies of 5th set

/5: 1/75: 530: 06
'L&vn.u~ d".= lad.

52

Installation of replacement dies Y-..am.. ~f"'d.vv,.

Oil 3rd dies set

./
.....---

5: 1/76: 2 50: 38&.". 50 %

53

Installation of replacement dies Y-..am..~f"~

on 4th dies set

5: 1/76: 2 50: 3 8I.M. 50 %

54

Installation of replacernent dies " ;r~B-~v..

on 5th dies set

\\ 5:1/7

6: 2 50: 38&.". 50 %

55

Gauging and adjustment 011 3rd 'Ik. ~/"'''"t.-~r

dies set

\,\~~ 6: 2 56: 350: 10~, &""50%

56

Gauging and adjustment on 4th

1\
'Ik. ~fY"'"t.-~r

dies set

X--
~ 6: 356: 1/50: 10~, &""50%

57

Gauging and adjustment on 5th 'Ik. ~ fY"'"i<>0f< r

dies set

~
-X

6: 1/5
6: 550: 10~,
&.". 50 %

58

IYOSltlOnmggamry crane lOr V.9rvkJ. ~ """""',
tA.

lifting 1st replacement dies set

f
6:1/5

6: 530: 08id..al. ~.".. of -mil pfad-

59

Hoisting of 1st replacement dies
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Steps Event Description SYMBOLSStartingEndingElapsedRecommended

OQDDV time
timetime,min Method

set 011 to roller stands, using

I

crane. from machine bed

KI
6·536: 550: 02n.. wmnnvni

60

Assembling 1st replacement mes '/.W,of~&~e"",,-

set all to roller stand

.. ~6.577. 05O. 08~, I.M.50 %

61

Hoisting of 2nd replacement dies

set on to roller stands, usingcrane, from rnachine bed

~7. 057: 070: 02n.. co-mnm,nf

62

Assembling 2ud replacement dies '/.W,~/~&~e"",,-

set on to roller stand

~7: 077: 150: 08w=luf,I.M.50 %

63

Hoisting of 3rd replacement dies

set on to roller stands, usingcrane, from machine bed

,~7: 157: 170: 02n..~

64

Assembling 3rd replacelnellt dies '/.W, offY"'-~ &~e" ""-

set on to roller stand

It
7: 177: 260: 09~ ...•.t,I.M.50 %

. r-.

65

Hoisting of 4th replacement dies

set 011 to roller stands, usingcrane, from mach ine bed

It
7· 2 6

7: 2 70: 01n..~.~

66

Assembling 4th replacement dies '/.W,~/~·&~e"",,-

set on to roller stand

.~7:277: 350.·08~t, I.M.50 %

67

Hoisting of 5th replacement dies

set on to roller stands, usingcrane~ from machine bed

1\.
7: 857: 870: 02n.. wmnnvni

68

Assembling 5th replacement dies '/.W,~/~&~e"",,-

set OIl to roller stand

K7: 87
7: 1/50: 08~, e..",50 %

69

Reinstallation of decoder I(7: 1/1/7.·1/50: 01n.. u>~nf

53
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ANNEX 2

Daniel Kitaw and Tibebe Belachew

DIE CHANGE AND SETUP, GANG PROCESS CHART

METHODS ANALYSIS

GANGI

GANG 2GANG 3GANG 4GANG 5
LOCATION: X~ xmtP.Y

PresentProposedPresentProposedPresentProposedPresentPropoudPresentProposed

ACTIVITY:

.Ou~ 122670150 700156 660138 680154658DATE, 4wt {Y, .!OO.!

130q8 oq0 oq8 oq0 0

OPERATOR: A6.t. B 65§B 6422 B 61

~
ANALYST: Yd-J.. t3~~

7522 2261 22 22

"\J
"\J1'\1

!RCMAR.f: A verage saving amo~ P

res. time (miff)
210 Pres. time (min)223Pres. time (min)217Pres. time (min)210 Pres. time (min)215

to 59.2 %
Prop.timl (min..)89 Prop.rim, (min.)92Prop.rim, (min.) 88Prop.tim, (min.) 90 Prop.!iml (min.)87

Saving %

58 Saving% 59Saving % 59Savitlg % 57 Saving% 60

Steps

Event Description SYMBOLSSYMBOLSSYMBOLSSYMBOLSSYMBOLS

OqDDvO C:::>DDvOC:::>DDvOC:::>DDvOC:::>DDv
1 :Pipe <:.ttl_2, muully, to disco-

5
••• ectfrom IIrod-.ctlo. reed

2 Removal of decoder

I
J Clenlag madlu hd for $calt

5 35S5

remo¥w

"
4 U.tigktnlag bolts 'tied to fk

8S8 888

dltSset

~
"-

5 Munl'bg tklehtSS oClutalled
'-...

9 '"
cOltouedroUerdiesstt

If¢

6 Mt&nrh.g 6 m lugtk fronl

I! '\,5
f1.lslledplpetoe .•t

~
7 C .•ttiag nalsiltd seetin oft.be

15/
Cromc .•t o.i I.Step 1

I
1\f

8 Removal o(loldilg diu o(tilt
I

q

\\ \cat-ilffmackiu 9 Chlg:i_g of Iaoldi.g dies foreat-

8

\ \offmacklu 10 l'0.5Uioalar Cat orrmadille 10

5
\remonc.toat piece

/
11 OJiuonmg ganU'y crane lor ~IIftbglstrollerdiesstt

\
1\

12 Hoisttlg of dies sd from ~11~rollerstalds, ula~ craie, aid

1/IV)( 1/ 1/1/
placlai: It 01 maclatle bed

i"

13 Removal of cad roller dies

55555
fromtke dies set 14 Removal oUastalled bearllg

555q5
Crome~ladleset

---I---~---11- ___---
15 laspeclloa of remond bn.rilg.

~*7»0~*
16 Waskilg ud labrlcadOI oC

5/6V9/ 8/ 8/
illsptcted be.rill!: for uJLt ue

fl'1;('f.t'
11 CleularofroUerdies

'"x.,I~~~
8"'-

8~9~10 "'-8""
18 Stlectiol of uw sel o( diu (rom

""-qS ""-QS ""-QS ""-QS ""QS

varlou w.t:S of slocked diu

~)(pc:fx~
19 AssembUIC bnrilg:s iato replace-

~/5/5/ 6/~V
meatdhsset

or.,...
---

---
20 hsfa.lhl.t101 of replac:emnt diu

5/V 15// S8
------
/ sa

------
V

S8V
/

oadl.essd

>Kx::~~~
U

:l.:iS.lOlg:uo 8oJutmnto i'---
'" '-...

13
'-...

' " i'---'" ~ditsscl
':It/( ~~~l¢'X';;I¢ "*.;~

22

OIIUOn!nCgantry Cnu\l'l or 8/ 8/ /8V /
IICUlg ]st nplaC-emul diu set

JI:~fi:rr
2J Holstla& of npllieemnt dies

ttt t
set 01110 rollerst ••• , uillg

I/I //
CNoItt, Crom m3(:klu' bed

I~~~
24 AssembUag rephlcemul dies

889

~8

8
sttolltorollerstud 25 Rtiasta.1hltlol of decoder

I
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ANNEX 3 SINGLE DIE SET CHANGE, FLOW PROCESS CHART

METHODS ANALYSIS

LOCATION:

XaU: xmt?yEVENTPRESENTPROPOSEDSAVINGS

ACTIVITY:

L,~.f}",;d ~OPERATION00:1/20: {60: 26

DATE:

4t>.d 1.5; .!OO.! TRANSPORTq
OPERATOR:

AhhDELAY0
ANALYST:

Yihk Ill~ INSPECTION0{: 060: 290: 37

STORAGE
\]

REMARK: A verage saving

TIME ANALYSIS
amounts ro 00 ..1 /0 TIME (min.)

1:480:451:03

PERCENTAGE

41.6758.33

OTHERS

Steps Event Description SYMBOLSStartEndingElapsedRecommended

Oc;DD\l time
timetimeMethod

10

Hoisting of 1st dies from roller stands,

using craneand placing it on machine

5:{55.· {60: O{no. CA>-~

11

Removal of each roller dies from the 1st

roller dies set

5: {65: 2{0: 05no. ~

12

Removal of installed bearing from each 5."{65: 2 {0: 05e~~.~
die of 1st dies set

~
~

A~,t.-,..{ 0(J7.

13

Inspection of removable bearing )<5: {65: 21/0: 08e~~.~V Ark~;.,~{ 0(J7.

16

Washing and lubrication of 1st /'e~~~
inspected bearing for next nse

~5: 175:220: 05A~, ~{ 0(J7.

17

Cleaning of roller dies of 1st set 1 e~,~.~
••...•.

5: {7
5: 250: 08A~, ~ 5(J7.

18

Selection of new set of dies from various '"tR...du.u- ~ e~
sizes of stocked dies

:::x5: {76: 000: 1/3A~, ~ 5(J7.

22

Assembling bearings into replacement /"e~~.~
dies of 1st set

)f:.- 5:{95:270: 08A~, ~ {0(J7.

47

Gauging and adjustment on 1st die set A(5: 315: 1/60: {5r/..",d,;.~~
S7

"6

r/" e~~.~
replacement die set

\6:1/56:530: 08A~, ~ {0(J7.

S8

Hoisting of 1st replacement dies set

on to roller stands, using crane, from

~6: 536: 550:02no. ~

machine bed S9

Assembling 1st replacement dies set 'I1...~to.
on to roller stand

;
6: 577: 050: 08-...d.u..c...~,~ 5(J7.
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56 Daniel Kitaw and Tibebe Belachew

ANNEX 4 DIE GAUGING & ADJUSTMENT, FLOW PROCESS CHART

d
ANALYSISI

LOCATION

Xa-M xmt?,yEVENTPresentProposel
ACl7VITY

.fJ,;,. b~ .£- ~",d~OPERATION00:fO:200:05:20

DATE

4t>u:t (0, ,!oo,!TRANSPORTQ
OPERATOR

J!;;,&,,,,,,, DELAYD
ANALYST

:riht. t3.ta-d.~INSPECTIONU0: 01/.·1/00:01:20

STORAGE
V

REMARK

TIME ANALYSIS

,y~. d.tad.. "'r' to. A~~~ .1. (

Time (min.)0: f5: 00 0: 06:1/0

Savings (min.)

0: 08: 2 a

Percentage

55.'56

5:1/1/:5015:1/5:3010:00:1/0

47-6IMeasurillg c1earnce between die shaft side

5:1/5:3015:1/6:0010:00:30

AlternativeElapsed

time Method

0: f 5: 00 rP__d.=.

0: 01/: OO?"",I..-,*" •.

iF ~w.

5: 35: 00 0: 01/: 00 ~n

di... •• wn.d.

5: 89: 001 5: I/O: 1/01 0: Of: I/O ~
r,.,.u... :J~"

5: 1/ 0: 1/ 0 0: 00: 2 a d..a.-.a."""",

uM. f-dL."

5: 1/ f: 00 0: Of: 2 a F"'t"" "'•.

~J.

5:1/2:201 5:1/3: 00 0: 00:1/0 {R.d.=.
f.vm,.~

5:1/3: O:Of:OO ~

~I 50 %

5: 1/1/: 0: 00: 50

odYDOD~
StartEnding

time

time

5:3f:00

5: 1/6: 00

5: 3f: 00

5: 35: 00Event Description

47 Gauging and adjustment on 1st die set

47-1 Positioning dies

47-2 Calibration of gauge tool using

Veruity Caliper

47-3 IChecking clearnce of slot in three

spots in line using calibrated tool

47-4ITightening the bolts to reduce clearance

between slot and gauging tool

47-4IChecking clear nee of slot in lhree spots

in line using calibrated tool

47-5lUntightening the bolts to increase

clearance hetween slot .nd gauging tool

47-7lTightening the bolts to reduce clearance

and gauging tool

47-8 IChecking clearnce of slot in three spots

in line using between slol calibrated tool

47-9 Finish tightening bolts and counter nuts . Vto make ready for assembly onto sunds J(1

Steps
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ANNEX 5 SAMPLE CHARTFOREVALUATINGALTERNATIVES

57

0) I
ABCDE11JJ.,t~.

> 1.8~_t
.8~ _t.8~ _ttI!~u..te~u-.

~U-r..

'\.f.1'n.o.LLt.,~U-",~,~,

IAlternative A., = 6.uJ;~
U~.••ct.~,~~,
Score 56.13

•..
0)

~.& ,J". .••~.•.. -< ,J". .••
6-""""""1'

Factor/Consideration WtRatings and Weighted Ratings Comments
A

BCDE
TIme, shortest

[I/O] tI!..t.>~
Removal

6,566,566,56,560a }}co- •..• =

Cleaning

6,5606,56 00o ('fTlan" 1M...- A.J...ol

Inspection

if. 8if,8ii,8 00o IM...) / ('fTlan" IM...).

Reinstallation

U8if. 8if. 8ii,8U8O"",~

Sorting ready die

3,280000,28

Total
7 50,165 6,7f,51,36 ff.8,f8

Cost, (Birr 0,56 per change)

[30]9,396fO, I28,f 630

Skill requirement
[f0]

Highly skilled

3,333,333,333,33

Moderate

6,676,676,67

Equipment availability
[f0]

Standard tools

6,676,676,67

Special tools

3,333,333,333,33

Morale Benefits
{I 0]

Full satisfaction

6,676,676,676,67

Partial sahstactlOn

3,333,333,33

lotals

iOO56, i 351/,3551.7953,331/6,61

Remark:

Cost include arrangement of spare bearing and shaft, Shaft fabricated in the workshop and bearing

bought Birr 200,00, Expected lifetime 3136 hours operation, records, depreciation cost amounts to

Birr 1.40 per hour, for 20 bearings, For a die change time of24 minutes, max, saving by

reinstalling removed bearing and shaft is Birr 0,56 per change,

Legend

Subject: Dies are removed from dies holders. Each die consisits of a bearing and a shaft.
Removed dies will be stored and new replacement dies are installed in the die holders for
the next operation. The usuall method is to remove die with bearing and shaft and

dismantle, clean and inspect, store die, replace bearing and shaft into replaceable die.

Alternative processes proposed for die and bearing change

A Clean and store die as assembled and install replaceable assembled die readily prepared,
B Store die as removed from die holder and install replaceable assembled die readily prepared,
C Clean, inspect and store die as assembled and install replaceable die readily prepared,
D Disassemble die, clean, inspect, store and install replaceable assembled die readily prepared,
E Disassemble die, clean, inspect, store and install replaceable die with bearing fixed,
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